Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 10/07/2018 to 16/07/2018
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

Application
Number

Decision

Visa Type/Refusal Reason(s)

22772442

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC

22772522

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC

23134182

Approved

Join/acc.EU Cit (Spouse)

23134522

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC

23134912

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC

23601932

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC

23602102

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC

23611062

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC

24246992

Refused

You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

24602122

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC

25065172

Refused
ID - You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

25065222

Refused
ID - You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

26894592

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

26902572

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

26902822

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

26902952

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

26903482

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

27105782

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC

27188852

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC

29014352

Refused

ID - You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

29252082

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.
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29252552

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

29252992

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

30150742

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC

30200552

Approved

Join/acc.EU Cit (Spouse)

30559202

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC

31925992

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC

31986512

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

31987402

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

31987572

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds.
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources.

31988032

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

31988092

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

32028882

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

32089342

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds.
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources.
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32178872

Refused

FM:- There is no automatic right for non-EEA nationals who are family members
of Irish citizens to migrate on a long-term basis to Ireland
• The case has been fully examined on the basis of the documentation
submitted, and it has been decided not to grant your application. The applicant
fails to satisfy the qualifying criteria as per section 13 of the Policy Document on
Non-EAA Family Reunification.
• The applicant was 27 years of age at time of application submission.
ID: Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application• Insufficient documentation has been submitted as evidence of social or
financial dependency as per the Policy Document on Non-EEA Family
Reunification section 14.
• Insufficient documentation has been submitted as evidence of on-going routine
communication between the applicant and sponsor since the sponsor elected to
travel to Ireland.
• Insufficient evidence has been submitted to show that the sponsor has been
supporting the applicant financially since the sponsor arrived in Ireland.
• Applicant has not submitted refusal letter from previous visa refusal to another
country. As per the INIS website, ‘If you have been refused a visa in the past for
any country, you must provide the details. The original letter issued to you by the
authorities of that country must be provided with your application.’

32230442

Approved

32256652

Refused

Join Spouse
You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

32371372

Approved

Join Spouse

32377632

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

32377982

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

32378192

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

32378262

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

32378402

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

32394632

Approved

Join Spouse
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32419292

Refused

F: Evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete.
• The reference in Ireland has failed to demonstrate that she meets the financial
criteria set out in paragraph 17.2 of the Policy Document.
ID: Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application• Insufficient information and documentary evidence has been provided with
regard to the reference’s stated children, in the State. It is unclear where and
with whom they reside and if the reference is supporting them financially.
PF: The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds.
• The reference has failed to show that she meets the financial criteria set out in
paragraph 17.2 of the Policy Document.
RH Relationship History – Have not shown evidence of a relationship being in
existence prior to visa application/marriage:• The visa appeals officer is not satisfied that sufficient evidence of a relationship
being in existence prior to and since visa application/marriage has been
provided.
• Insufficient documentary evidence of ongoing routine contact/communications
between the applicants prior to and since the marriage/visa application has been
submitted.

32518382

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

32518932

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

32598212

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

33375392

Refused

FM:- There is no automatic right for non-EEA nationals who are family members
of Irish citizens to migrate on a long-term basis to Ireland. Your case has been
fully examined on the basis of the documentation submitted, and it has been
decided not to grant your application.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
IH:- Immigration history of applicant
RH:- Relationship History - Have not shown evidence of a relationship being in
existence prior to visa application/marriage. Note: For immigration purposes it is
not sufficient for a relationship to have developed over the internet or by
telephone/sms. A relationship must include a number of face to face meetings
(excluding webcam) between the parties. You must satisfy the visa officer that
the relationship is bona-fide.

33424392

Approved

Spouse of Irish Citizen

33437722

Approved

Spouse of Irish Citizen
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33772072

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa appeals officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the
State following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa appeals officer
that such conditions would be observed.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for
SP:- Relevance of English to employment

33802172

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.

33806852

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown from sponsor or applicant.
Sponsor has failed to demonstrate that they meet the financial criteria as set out
in the Policy Document on Non-EEA Family Reunification Section 17.2.
ID:- Authenticity of documents. GNIB card submitted by applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:Application does not satisfy the criteria as set out in the Policy Document on
Non-EEA Family Reunification Section 17.2. Evidence of income not submitted
by applicant or sponsor i.e. letter of employment, evidence of earnings, three
most recent payslips. Six month up-to-date bank statements not submitted by
applicant or sponsor. Insufficient evidence has been submitted regarding
applicants previous immigration status in the State.
IH:- Immigration history of applicant in Ireland.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds. Sponsor has
failed to demonstrate that they meet the financial criteria as set out in the Policy
Document on Non-EEA Family Reunification Section 17.2.
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources. Sponsor
has failed to demonstrate that they meet the financial criteria as set out in the
Policy Document on Non-EEA Family Reunification Section 17.2.

33809742

Approved

Join Parent

33809922

Approved

Join Parent

33824522

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.

33825032

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
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33825262

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.

33846322

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

33858772

Refused

You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

33872822

Refused

You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

33886402

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
See letter for full details.

33994572

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
ID:- Quality of documents

33998232

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds with course
applied for

34014892

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient

34020042

Approved

Study

34020552

Approved

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

34047882

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

34052542

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incompleteUnexplained lump sum lodgement in bank statements provided from applicant.
No salary certificates provided from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:-Birth
certificates for children. Marriage certificate. Breakdown of course fees.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied-re
scholarship funding.
SP:- Insufficient recognised level of English shown.

34069342

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds with course
applied for

34069992

Approved

Study
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34153012

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient. Reference failed to supply
up to date bank statements.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie.
Applicant failed to supply the following documents:
Receipts from rents.
Birth Certificates for family in country of origin.
Reference failed to supply:
Birth certificate.
Up to date six month bank statements
IH:- Immigration history of applicant - not disclosed by applicant.
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s). Documents from authorities who refused visa not
supplied.

34153832

Approved

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

34159312

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34159912

Refused

Appeal refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address
provided.

34160372

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34160552

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34161202

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34161412

Refused

Appeal refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address
provided.

34178292

Refused

Appeal refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address
provided.

34210042

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - from the
applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- no
evidence of any family member in home country from the applicant, no evidence
of property owned/rented in home country from the applicant, no letter of
undertaking from the applicant or from the reference, no employment letter from
the applicant, no payslips from the applicant, no previous refusal reasons from
the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown
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34334882

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
- Large, unexplained lump sum deposits present on the bank statement
submitted by the applicant.
- The required bank statement showing a 6 month period of transactions has not
been submitted by the reference in the State.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- No letter of employment submitted by the reference in the State.
- No payslips submitted by the reference in the State.
- No P60 submitted by the reference in the State.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. SEE
NOTES.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

34335812

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
- Large, unexplained lump sum deposits present on the bank statement
submitted by the applicant.
- The required bank statement showing a 6 month period of transactions has not
been submitted by the reference in the State.
ID:- Documents provided not translated
- Sale deed.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- No letter of employment submitted by the reference in the State.
- No payslips submitted by the reference in the State.
- No P60 submitted by the reference in the State.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

34343102

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incompleteUnexplained lump sum lodgements in bank statement from applicant. Bank
statements do not cover six months from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:Statement of purpose from applicant. Employment letter from sponsor. Three
recent payslips from sponsor. P60 from sponsor.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds with course
applied for-Applicant has not shown sufficient reasons as to why he needs to
pursue this course in the State. Course is widely available in home country.

34346642

Approved

Visit (Tourist)

34348392

Approved

Visit (Tourist)

34348922

Approved

Visit (Tourist)
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34356062

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient. Applicant failed to supply up
to date bank statement for one bank account. Bank statement does not show
residential address. Applicant failed to supply bank statement for other bank
account.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie.
Applicant failed to supply the following documentation:
Past Passports.
Birth Certificates for family in country of origin.
Up to date six month bank statements.
Reference failed to supply the following documentation:
Undertaking that applicant would observe the conditions of the visa.
Up to date utility bill.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
Insufficient evidence from applicant of familial ties in country of origin.
Insufficient evidence from applicant of economic ties to home country.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed. As the applicant has provided insufficient
obligations to return to country of origin, the visa officer is not satisfied that the
applicant will obey the conditions of their visa, if granted.

34357942

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

34365112

Refused

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for course have passed
SP:- Relevance of English to employment

34378862

Approved

Training

34381612

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

34384382

Approved

Join Spouse

34387362

Approved

Study

34388802

Approved

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

34389632

Approved

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

34392652

Approved

Visit

34396382

Refused

ID:- Quality of documents - leave letter/memo from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
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34397342

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:Graduation college letter from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

34405462

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

34415162

Approved

Study

34420542

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete.
Reference bank statement does not cover a 6 month period immediately prior to
the visa application.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown. No bank statement provided for
applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- 3
consecutive payslips for reference not provided. No birth certificates for
dependent children in country of origin. No bank statement for applicants spouse
who is covering expenses for trip. No marriage certificate provided for reference
and spouse. No marriage certificate provided for applicant and spouse. No birth
certificate provided for spouse of reference. No birth certificate provided for
spouse of applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient. No
documentation provided in relation to applicants spouse and children in country
of origin. No evidence of social, familial, or employment obligations in country of
origin.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

34431402

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34442072

Approved

Study

34452302

Approved

Visit (Tourist)

34456402

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34484412

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34492402

Approved

Study

34495452

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

34498092

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34498512

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34503462

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34503922

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34504172

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.
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34504472

Approved

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

34504662

Approved

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

34505752

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34506172

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34506382

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34506572

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34506762

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34509982

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34510282

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34523232

Approved

Study

34531452

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34531922

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34543512

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- no
undertaking from applicant. no payslips from employment. reason for change of
name not explained.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied - previous
English study.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
SP:- Relevance of English to employment.

34543732

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

34556142

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter, rental agreement and leave letter.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- no tax
forms from the applicant, three payslips from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for event/course have passed
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34557152

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter, leave request letter
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- no tax
forms from the applicant and three payslips from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for event/course have passed.

34561152

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete-Bank
statements do not cover six months from applicant. Unexplained lump sum
deposit.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:-Letter of
undertaking from applicant. Evidence of employment – letter from current
employer. Evidence of income – Payslips from current employment. Evidence of
previous employment. College transcripts.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for-from 2005-2009.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds with course
applied for-Applicant has not shown sufficient reasons as to why he needs to
pursue this course in the State. Course is widely available in home country.

34561232

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient. Bank account balance is
low.
ID:- Documents provided not translated. Bank Statement. Payslips
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie.
Applicant failed to supply the following documentation:
Spouse's birth certificate.
Employment letter.
Reference failed to supply:
Birth certificate.
Reference's invitation letter is not sufficient.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
Insufficient evidence from applicant of property owned/leased in home country.
Insufficient evidence from applicant of economic ties to home country.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed. As the applicant has provided insufficient
obligations to return to country of origin, the visa officer is not satisfied that the
applicant will obey the conditions of their visa, if granted.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for event/course have passed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

34570232

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34577042

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.
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34577492

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient. Applicant failed to supply up
to date bank statement on headed bank paper showing applicant's address.
ID:- Quality of documents - Bank statement. VAT Registration No.
ID:- Documents provided not translated - Bank Statement. Company
Registration Certificate. Lease/Rent Contract.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie.
Applicant failed to supply the following documentation:
Birth Certificate.
Up to date annual income tax returns.
Marriage Certificate.
Birth Certificates for children.
Reference failed to supply up to date utility bill.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
Insufficient evidence from applicant of familial ties in country of residence.
Insufficient evidence from applicant of property owned/leased in country of
residence. Insufficient evidence from applicant of economic ties to country of
residence.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed. As the applicant has provided insufficient
obligations to return to country of origin, the visa officer is not satisfied that the
applicant will obey the conditions of their visa, if granted.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

34590022

Approved

Study

34596252

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown.
ID:- Documents provided not translated. The following documents are not
accompanied by a notarised translation; Written undertaking from applicant,
letter from applicants employer, bank statement for applicant, applicants
property lease, letter from applicants father stating he will cover expenses for
duration of stay, birth certificates for family members in country of origin.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 10/07/2018 to 16/07/2018
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

34597092

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete.
Applicant has failed to supply evidence of income earned from stated
employment.
Unexplained lump sum payments in applicants Bank Statements.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie.
Applicant has failed to submit 6 months consecutive bank statements.
Applicants has failed to submit 3 consecutive payslips.
Applicant has failed to submit birth cert for accompanying minor.
Applicant has failed to submit marriage certificate.
Applicant has failed to submit evidence that accompanying minor is enrolled in
school.
Applicant has failed to submit undertaking that they will observe the conditions of
the Visa should it be granted.
Reference in Ireland failed to submit copy of passport.
Reference in Ireland failed to submit proof of address.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
Applicant has failed to supply sufficient evidence of social, economic or familial
ties to country of origin.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
As the Applicant has failed to submit significant obligations to return to their
home country the Visa Officer is not satisfied that the applicant will observe the
condition of the Visa should it be granted.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

34598362

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 10/07/2018 to 16/07/2018
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

34603662

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
- Online bank statements are not accepted as a valid form of financial evidence.
- Large, unexplained lump sum deposits present on the bank statements
submitted.
- Large, unexplained transactions present on the bank statements submitted.
ID:- Documents provided not translated
- Bank statement
- kursintyg
- Personbevis
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- No evidence of residency for the applicant (i.e. property title deed/renting lease
and utility bills).
- No employment/source of income information provided by the applicant.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. SEE
NOTES.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay
- No show.
- Cancelled.

34609232

Approved

Study

34609812

Refused

I have fully examined this application and have considered all supporting
documentation submitted. I have decided to refuse a visa for the following
reasons:
ID – Insufficient Documentation.
• Documents provided not translated i.e. bank statements submitted in mothers’
name.
• Signed letter of sponsorship not submitted by stated financial sponsor.
• Bio-page of passport not submitted by financial sponsor to verify signature.
• Evidence of education of applicant, and qualifications obtained by applicant to
date.
• Declaration letter of applicant does not detail who is financially supporting his
intended stay in Ireland.
• Six month up-to-date bank statements not submitted by applicant.
• Evidence of clear link to stated financial sponsor not provided i.e. birth
certificate for applicant.
• Evidence of property owned/rented in country of residence not provided i.e. title
deed, tenancy agreement, utility bills.
F – Finances.
• No evidence of finances shown by applicant i.e. personal bank statements /
saving accounts.
• Evidence of finances provided by financial sponsor have been deemed
insufficient i.e. bank statements out of date and no evidence of source of
finances.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 10/07/2018 to 16/07/2018
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

INCO – Inconsistencies.
• Contradictions existing in information supplied i.e. details provided in
application and details provided in course enrolment letter.
CP – Course Profile.
• Need to undertake this course has not been sufficiently shown.
SP – Student Profile.
• Previous educational background is at odds with course applied for.
OB – Obligation to return to country of residence is not shown.
• Insufficient social professional and economic ties in country of residence.
• No evidence provided of accommodation in his country of residence.
OC – Observe the conditions of the Visa.
• The visa sought is for a specific purpose and duration, and the applicant has
not satisfied the Visa Officer that such conditions would be observed.
• The applicant may overstay following his proposed visit.
• The applicant may work illegally in the State.
• The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the applicants’ means,
and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State following your visit.
PR – The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources.
PF – The granting of the Visa may result in a cost to public funds.
The Visa Officer is not satisfied of applicants need to undertake course in the
State, furthermore the Visa Officer is not satisfied of the applicants obligations to
return to home country following the period of study.
Applicant has stated that he is neither studying nor employed in his country of
residence , and has not demonstrated a need to undertake a general English
course in the State or that similar courses are not readily available in his home
country. Undertaking this particular course in the state will not impede on
applicant obtaining any form of employment in his country of residence. It is
further noted that applicants card of residency expires within a very close
timeframe that the intended course of study in the State is due to finish.
Inconsistencies exist in some information provided by the applicant. Declaration
letter from applicant refers to him as a student however; he states that he is not
in college or employment at present. Enrolment letter for intended course quotes
wrong nationality for the applicant.
No documentary evidence provided by the applicant of educational qualifications
obtained by him to date. No information provided of what subjects applicant was
studying throughout 05/03/14 – 15/11/15 & 15/03/16, and 27/11/17.
Applicant has not provided an up-to-date bank statement covering a full six
month period and showing what money has been paid into and out of the Visa
Applicants’ account over those six months. Banks statements provided for stated
financial sponsor are not up-to-date and do not show what money has been paid
into and out of the account over a full recent six-month period. Furthermore, the
sponsors’ source of finances have not been declared. Another three-page
document was submitted in Spanish in the stated sponsors’ name.
The Visa Officer is not satisfied that applicant has sufficient funds to support his
stay in Ireland without recourse to public funds or the reliance on casual
employment.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 10/07/2018 to 16/07/2018
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

The applicant has failed to demonstrate that coming to the State to pursue this
course is warranted.

34614132

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

34617972

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete.
Applicant has failed to supply evidence of income earned from stated
employment.
Unexplained lump sum payments in applicants Bank Statements.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie.
Applicant has failed to submit 6 months consecutive bank statements.
Applicants has failed to submit 3 consecutive payslips from spouse's
employment.
Applicant has failed to submit birth cert for accompanying minor.
Applicant has failed to submit marriage certificate.
Applicant has failed to submit evidence that accompanying minor is enrolled in
school.
Applicant has failed to submit undertaking that they will observe the conditions of
the Visa should it be granted.
Reference in Ireland failed to submit copy of passport.
Reference in Ireland failed to submit proof of address.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
Applicant has failed to supply sufficient evidence of social, economic or familial
ties to country of origin.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
As the Applicant has failed to submit significant obligations to return to their
home country the Visa Officer is not satisfied that the applicant will observe the
condition of the Visa should it be granted.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

34618092

Refused

ID:- As per parent's refusal reason.

34619392

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34625392

Approved

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

34627242

Approved

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

34631462

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

34632052

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

34634372

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 10/07/2018 to 16/07/2018
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

34637132

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
- The bank statement submitted by the applicant in the State does not cover the
required 6 month period of transactions.
- The bank statement submitted by the applicant shows a low balance.
- The bank statement submitted by the reference in the State does not cover the
required 6 month period of transactions.
ID:- Quality of documents
- Letter of employment.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- No evidence of residency for the applicant (i.e. property title deed/renting lease
and utility bills).
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. SEE
NOTES.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No letter of invitation from the reference in the State submitted with the visa
application form.

34643282

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34643562

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34644272

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34644672

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34645062

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34646172

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34646612

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34655972

Approved

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

34658602

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
- The bank statement submitted by the applicant shows a low balance.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
- The required bank statement showing a 6 month period of transactions has not
been provided by the references.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- No up-to-date evidence of residency for the applicant (i.e. utility bills).
- No payslips submitted by the applicant.
- No employment information submitted by the reference in the State.
- No financial evidence provided by the reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common Travel Area
between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.
VR:- Previous UK visa refusal not declared.

34670432

Approved

Study

34674432

Approved

Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 10/07/2018 to 16/07/2018
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

34679582

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

34680142

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

34698192

Refused

F:- Finances:- Evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - large
unexplained deposits on bank statement – applicant.
F:- Finances:- Evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete – six
months up-to-date bank statement not submitted – applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- Evidence
of family member(s) in home country not submitted by applicant. Evidence of
property owned/rented in home country not submitted by applicant i.e. title
deeds, lease agreement. Insufficient evidence of address submitted by applicant
i.e. up-to-date utility bill. Insufficient evidence of employment submitted by
applicant i.e. three up-to-date payslips, up-to-date tax form, evidence of
earnings. Six months up-to-date bank statement not submitted by applicant.
Letter of application does not state where applicant will reside for duration of
visit. Letter of undertaking not submitted by applicant. Reference has submitted
insufficient evidence of address i.e. up-to-date utility bill.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied Reference. Accommodation booking.
OB:- Obligations shown have not been deemed sufficient i.e. no evidence of
family member(s) in home country, no evidence of property owned/rented,
insufficient evidence of address.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- Reference:- No clear link to reference has been shown i.e. birth certificate for
parent of applicant, birth certificate for reference, birth certificate for parent of
reference.
R:- Reference:- Letter of invitation no longer valid – dates for event have passed.
R:- Reference:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay.

34701642

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34701772

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34705722

Approved

Join Spouse

34706522

Approved

Join Parent

34706952

Approved

Join Parent

34707352

Approved

Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 10/07/2018 to 16/07/2018
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

34717122

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete.
Unexplained lump sum deposits per bank statements submitted by financial
sponsor. Evidence of employment not submitted by financial sponsor.
ID:- Quality of documents. Birth certificate submitted for applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- Evidence
of employment not submitted by financial sponsor i.e. letter of employment,
evidence of earnings, payslips, tax returns. Evidence of clear link to stated
financial sponsor not submitted i.e. birth certificate for applicant does not state
name of parents. Evidence of clear link to both references in Ireland not
submitted. Bio-page of passport for both references in Ireland not submitted. Upto-date proof of address from both references in Ireland not submitted i.e. utility
bill (electricity, broadband).
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied.
Information as per birth certificate supplied for applicant.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown i.e. birth certificates.

34718432

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
- The bank statement submitted by the applicant shows a low balance.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
- The required bank statement showing a 6 month period of transactions has not
been submitted by the reference.
ID:- Quality of documents
- Employment documents.
ID:- Documents provided not translated
- Bank statement.
- Health insurance.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- No full copy of applicant’s passport submitted.
- No full copies of applicant’s previous passports submitted.
- No evidence of residency for the applicant (i.e. property title deed/renting lease
and utility bills).
- The relevant birth and marriage certificates that would serve to support the link
between the applicant and the reference in the State have not been provided.
- No letter of employment submitted by the reference in the State.
- No financial evidence provided by the reference in the State.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.
VR:- Previous visa refusal declared but no information provided.

34724452

Approved

Study

34724922

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34727042

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34736942

Approved

Employment

34737822

Approved

Study

34747112

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34747552

Approved

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

34747852

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 10/07/2018 to 16/07/2018
Classification: DJELR
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34748032

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34748072

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34752792

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34752922

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34762132

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34763882

Approved

Employment

34769892

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
Applicant has failed to submit 6 months recent consecutive bank statements.
Three consecutive payslips have not been submitted.
Letter submitted by the Applicant from their College is deemed insufficient as it
does not state that the applicant is due to return for the next academic year.
Reference in Ireland has failed to submit 6 months consecutive bank statements.
OB - The applicant has not demonstrated sufficient social, economic,
professional and\or family ties in country of origin that would, when considered in
the round, satisfy the visa officer that his\her return to the country of origin
following the proposed visit is necessitated\obligated.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

34772202

Approved

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 10/07/2018 to 16/07/2018
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

34774682

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
- The bank statement provided by the applicant shows a low balance.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
- Large, unexplained lump sum deposits present on the bank statement
submitted by the applicant.
- Large, unexplained transactions present on the bank statement submitted by
the applicant.
- The required bank statement showing a 6 month period of transactions has not
been provided by the reference.
ID:- Documents provided not translated
- Original copy of applicant’s marriage certificate not submitted.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- No up-to-date evidence of residency for the reference in the State (i.e. utility
bills).
- No birth certificate submitted by the reference.
- No copy of reference’s biographic page from passport submitted
- No letter of employment submitted by the reference.
- No payslips submitted by the reference.
- No P60 submitted by the reference.
IS:- Immigration status of the reference in Ireland. Evidence of this has not been
provided - copy of passport of reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common Travel Area
between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.
R:- No letter of invitation submitted with the visa application form.
R:- No reference in Ireland
- No evidence provided to show that the reference is currently in the State.

34776262

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
Large unexplained lump sum lodgements visible in applicant’s bank account.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
Applicant has failed to supply a, signed and dated, letter of application /
undertaking that they will not overstay and become a burden on the state.
Applicant has failed to submit birth cert to prove relationship with reference in
Ireland.
Failed to submit a detailed six month bank statement, from their reference in
Ireland, in support of their visa application.
3 recent consecutive payslips have not been provided by the reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for visit have passed
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown
e.g no birth certificate

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 10/07/2018 to 16/07/2018
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

34779702

Refused

ID:- Authenticity of documents - see comments below.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:Insufficient evidence of family member(s) in home country submitted by
applicant i.e. birth certificates for adult children, grandchildren (Family
Registration Certificate no longer accepted for Irish Visa purposes). Insufficient
evidence of self-employment submitted by applicant i.e. up-to-date tax form,
evidence of earnings. Previous passport not submitted by applicant. Three up-todate payslips not submitted by reference. Up-to-date Tax form not submitted by
reference.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied - ID card –
applicant. Bank statement - applicant
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient i.e.
insufficient evidence of family member(s) in home country, insufficient evidence
of self-employment.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- Reference:- Insufficient evidence of link between applicant and reference i.e.
birth certificate for reference.

34780752

Refused

ID:- Authenticity of documents - see comments below.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:Insufficient evidence of family member(s) in home country submitted by
applicant i.e. birth certificates for adult children, grandchildren (Family
Registration Certificate no longer accepted for Irish Visa purposes). Insufficient
evidence of self-employment submitted by applicant i.e. up-to-date tax form,
evidence of earnings. Previous passport not submitted by applicant. Three up-todate payslips not submitted by reference. Up-to-date Tax form not submitted by
reference.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied - ID card –
applicant. Bank statement - applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient i.e.
insufficient evidence of family member(s) in home country, insufficient evidence
of self-employment.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- Reference:- Insufficient evidence of link between applicant and reference i.e.
birth certificate for reference.

34781022

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
- applicant is travelling with parent(s)/guardian(s) whose visa(s) have been
refused.

34791222

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

Application Decisions:
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34798542

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

34798742

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

34800532

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34801152

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34805232

Approved

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

34816822

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34819822

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

34822972

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- no return
to work date on employment letter. full copies of university transcripts not given.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied - previous
education.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to room mate has been shown.

34823632

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34824232

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34824772

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34825122

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34825292

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34831062

Approved

Visit (Tourist)

34832792

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34833922

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34834892

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34835142

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34835322

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34835562

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34835672

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34840972

Approved

Study

34842312

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

34844492

Approved

Study

Application Decisions:
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34852412

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - from the applicant and from
the reference.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter from the applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- no
evidence of property owned/rented in home country from the applicant, no tax
forms from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

34866342

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34879272

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34881922

Approved

Study

34887862

Approved

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

34894462

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34894752

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- no return
to work date on employment letter. no copy of French visa.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied accommodation. bank account. financial support.
IS:- Immigration status of the reference in Ireland. Evidence of this has not been
provided.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

34896382

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34896882

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34897592

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34897772

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34897802

Approved

Join Spouse

34899842

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34906652

Approved

Visit (Tourist)

34915972

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34920772

Approved

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

34920912

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34921222

Approved

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 10/07/2018 to 16/07/2018
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

34922092

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34922962

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
- The bank statement submitted by the applicant shows a low balance.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
- The required bank statement showing a 6 month period of transactions has not
been provided by the applicant’s partner.
- The required bank statement showing a 6 month period of transactions has not
been provided by the reference in the State.
ID:- Quality of documents
- Renting lease.
- Utility bill.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- No copy of partner’s residency permit in his country of current residence.
- No employment/source of income information and evidence provided by the
applicant’s partner.
- No employment/source of income information and evidence provided by the
reference in the State.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

34924902

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

34925832

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34926902

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34931652

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34932532

Approved

Visit (Tourist)

34935602

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

34939572

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete. Financial
sponsor's bank statement has unexplained lump sum lodgements.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie.
Applicant failed to supply the following documentation:
Mother's birth certificate.
Financial sponsor's birth certificate.

34942422

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34942742

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34943072

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34946252

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
- applicant is travelling with parent(s)/guardian(s) whose visa(s) have been
refused.

34951352

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 10/07/2018 to 16/07/2018
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

34962262

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- No
evidence of employment for reference. 3 consecutive payslips not provided.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
Insufficient evidence of obligations to return to country of origin.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed. No compelling reason shown for visit.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for travel have passed
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

34963022

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34963082

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:-No
evidence of employment for reference. 3 consecutive payslips not provided.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
Insufficient evidence of obligations to return to country of origin.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.No compelling reason shown for visit.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for travel have passed
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

34964082

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- No
evidence of employment for reference. 3 consecutive payslips not provided.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
Insufficient evidence of obligations to return to country of origin.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed. No compelling reason shown for visit.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for travel have passed
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

34964772

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:-No
evidence of employment for reference. 3 consecutive payslips not provided.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient..
Insufficient evidence of obligations to return to country of origin.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.No compelling reason shown for visit.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for travel have passed
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 10/07/2018 to 16/07/2018
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

34966372

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34968902

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- no
employment letter. no return to work date. no previous educational/employment
documents. no marriage certificate. no explanation given how conference will
benefit career.
IH:- Immigration history of applicant - UK.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common Travel Area
between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

34982482

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incompleteUnexplained lump sum lodgements in bank statements provided from sponsor.
Bank statement from applicant not provided. Finances provided insufficient for
Visa purposes.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds with course
applied for-Applicant has not shown sufficient reasons as to why he needs to
pursue this course in this State. Course is widely available in home country.

34984472

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

34985302

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34985722

Refused

F:- Finances:- Evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - large
unexplained deposits on bank statement – applicant.
ID:- Quality of Documents - Bank statement.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- Evidence
of family member(s) in home country not submitted by applicant. Insufficient
evidence of address submitted by applicant i.e. up-to-date utility bill. Evidence of
independent economic means not submitted by applicant i.e. evidence of
earnings, up-to-date tax form. Previous passport not submitted by applicant.
Insufficient evidence of address submitted by reference i.e. up-to-date utility bill.
Letter of undertaking not submitted by reference.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied Employment status. Passport.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient i.e.
no evidence of family member(s) in home country, insufficient evidence of
address, no evidence of independent economic means.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- Reference:- Evidence of clear link between applicant and reference not
shown i.e. photos, letters, emails, phone calls.

34985832

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 10/07/2018 to 16/07/2018
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

34986112

Refused

F:- Finances:- Evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - large
unexplained deposits on bank statement – applicant.
ID:- Quality of Documents - Bank statement.
ID:- Documents provided not translated - ID card.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- Evidence
of family member(s) in home country not submitted by applicant. Insufficient
evidence of address submitted by applicant i.e. up-to-date utility bill. Evidence of
independent economic means not submitted by applicant’s spouse i.e. evidence
of earnings, up-to-date tax form. Previous passport not submitted by applicant.
Insufficient evidence of address submitted by reference i.e. up-to-date utility bill.
Letter of undertaking not submitted by reference.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied Employment status of applicant’s spouse. Passport.
OB:- Obligations shown have not been deemed sufficient i.e. no evidence of
family member(s) in home country, insufficient evidence of address, no evidence
of independent economic means.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- Reference:- Evidence of clear link between applicant and reference not
shown i.e. photos, letters, emails, phone calls.

34986602

Approved

Join Parent

34990342

Approved

Visit (Tourist)

34990402

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34990582

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34990742

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34990882

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34991252

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete-six month
bank statement not provided from applicant. Six month bank statement not
provided from sponsor.
ID:- Quality of documents-College document from 2013.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:-Letter of
employment from sponsor. Payslips from sponsor. Bank statements from
sponsor. Bank statements from applicant. Evidence that course is unavailable in
home country. College certificate.
IH:- Immigration history of applicant.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied-re
qualification from course 2016-2018.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for-from 2016-2017.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds with course
applied for-Applicant has not shown sufficient reasons as to why he needs to
pursue this course in the State. Course is widely available in home country.

34991992

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 10/07/2018 to 16/07/2018
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

34992112

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- both
parent's passport.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

34992162

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34992272

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34992382

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34992632

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- both
parent's passport.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

34993512

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34999012

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34999512

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34999732

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

34999952

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

35000002

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 10/07/2018 to 16/07/2018
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

35004642

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown
No evidence of finance shown from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
Insufficient evidence of family members in home country i.e. government issued
marriage certificate, birth certificates for children/grandchildren.
Evidence of property owned/rented in home country not submitted i.e. title deed,
tenancy agreement.
Evidence of independent economic means in home country not submitted by
applicant i.e. pension statement.
Government issued marriage certificate not submitted by applicant.
Insufficient evidence of clear link to reference i.e. original birth certificates.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied
Late registration of birth certificate
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
Insufficient evidence of family members submitted. Evidence of property
owned/rented not submitted. Evidence of economic means not submitted.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown
i.e. government issued birth certificate

35005152

Approved

Join Spouse

35005362

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- Detailed
6 month bank statement for reference has not been provided. 3 consecutive
payslips for reference not provided. NADRA birth certificate for dependent child
resident in country of origin not provided. NADRA birth certificate for applicant
not provided. NADRA birth certificate for reference not provided.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
Insufficient evidence provided to show employment obligations or familial
obligations in country of origin.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown. NADRA issued birth certificates
for reference and applicant not provided
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s)- Previous UK and Ireland visa refusals. No
documentation submitted in relation to these refusals

35006562

Approved

Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 10/07/2018 to 16/07/2018
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

35010162

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - reference.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied accommodation. financial support.
IS:- Immigration status of the reference in Ireland. Evidence of this has not been
provided.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

35021392

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- Travel dates have passed

35023962

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

35026642

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

35026902

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

35028742

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

35030322

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

35031082

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

35032022

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete.
Applicant's financial sponsor's bank statement is not up to date. There are also
unexplained lump sum lodgements.
ID:- Documents provided not translated. Bank Statement.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie.
Applicant failed to supply the following documents:
Applicant's Birth Certificate.
Applicant's educational results.
Financial sponsor's payslips.
Financial sponsor's up to date six month bank statements.

35041042

Approved

Study

35044472

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie

35046532

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- no
identification documentation for parents.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 10/07/2018 to 16/07/2018
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

35047062

Refused

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied applicant's birth certificate. consent form. passport of parent.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

35048422

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:identification documents for parents not submitted.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied - birth
certificate. consent form.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

35049192

Refused

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied applicant's birth certificate. consent form. passport of parent.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

35061192

Approved

Study

35068422

Approved

Visit

35080522

Approved

Training

35082702

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

35086592

Approved

Study

35087712

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- No
evidence of employment for reference. 3 consecutive payslips not provided.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
Insufficient evidence of obligations to return to country of origin.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.No compelling reason shown for visit.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for travel have passed
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 10/07/2018 to 16/07/2018
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

35095302

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - large
unexplained deposits on bank statement – applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- Evidence
of family member(s) in home country not submitted by applicant. Insufficient
evidence of address submitted by applicant i.e. up-to-date utility bill. Insufficient
evidence of self-employment submitted by applicant i.e. evidence of earnings.
Previous passport not submitted by applicant. Letter of application not submitted
by applicant. Insufficient evidence of address submitted by reference i.e. up-todate utility bill. Bio-page from passport not submitted by reference. Letter of
invitation does not state dates of visit or address applicant will reside at for
duration of visit.
OB:- Obligations shown have not been deemed sufficient i.e. no evidence of
family member(s) in home country, insufficient evidence of address, insufficient
evidence of self-employment.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- Reference:- Insufficient evidence of on going contact between applicant and
reference i.e. phone calls, emails, letters.

35095712

Approved

Visit

35113732

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

35115352

Refused

A refusal letter has been issued to the applicant via the email address provided.

35131922

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown.
Applicant has failed to supply evidence of income earned from stated
employment.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
Applicant has failed to supply a, signed and dated, letter undertaking that they
will not overstay and become a burden on the state.
Applicant has failed to submit 6 months consecutive bank statements.
Applicant has failed to submit 3 consecutive payslips.
Reference in Ireland has failed to submit 6 months consecutive bank statements.
Reference in Ireland has failed to submit 3 consecutive payslips.
Reference in Ireland has failed to submit copy of passport.
Reference in Ireland has failed to submit proof of address.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown.
Applicant has failed to submit evidence of stated employment
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
The Visa Officer is of the considered opinion that it is open to serious question
as to whether you would comply with the terms of any visa granted. Your weak
obligation to return, allied to lack of any previous travel history to Europe, means
that your ability to comply with any visa granted may be open to some doubt.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.
No letter of invitation submitted with the visa application form.
Reference in Ireland has failed to submit signed and dated, letter of invitation /
undertaking that the applicant will not overstay and become a burden on the
state.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 10/07/2018 to 16/07/2018
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

35132092

Approved

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

35132282

Approved

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

35132372

Approved

Visit (Tourist)

35140982

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
Applicant has failed to supply a, signed and dated, letter undertaking that they
will not overstay and become a burden on the state.
Applicant has failed to submit 6 months consecutive bank statements.
Applicant has failed to submit 3 consecutive payslips.
Reference in Ireland has failed to submit 6 months consecutive bank statements.
Reference in Ireland has failed to submit 3 consecutive payslips.
Reference in Ireland has failed to submit copy of passport.
Reference in Ireland has failed to submit proof of address.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
The Visa Officer is of the considered opinion that it is open to serious question
as to whether you would comply with the terms of any visa granted. Your weak
obligation to return, allied to lack of any previous travel history to Europe, means
that your ability to comply with any visa granted may be open to some doubt.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.
No letter of invitation submitted with the visa application form.
Reference in Ireland has failed to submit signed and dated, letter of invitation /
undertaking that the applicant will not overstay and become a burden on the
state.

35147942

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

35151072

Approved

Conference / Event

35153252

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - from the
reference.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - from the applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- no
evidence of property owned/rented in home country from the applicant, no
evidence of any family member in home country from the applicant, no death
certificate from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 10/07/2018 to 16/07/2018
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

35181162

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete-e.g.
Unexplained lump sum lodgements in bank statements provided from applicant.
ID:- Documents provided not translated-Payslip. Explanations for lump sums.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied-re future
employment plans.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds with course
applied for-Applicant has not shown sufficient reasons as to why he needs to
pursue this course in the State. Course is widely available in home country.

35209112

Approved

Visit

35258682

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete.
Applicant has failed to supply evidence of income earned from stated
employment.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie.
Applicant has not submitted previous passport(s)– as per INIS website
applicants must supply “Your current passport and a full copy of any previous
passports”.
No contemporaneous police report reporting loss and/or damage to this
document have been submitted.
Applicant has failed to submit 6 months consecutive bank statements.
Reference in Ireland has failed to submit 6 months consecutive bank statements.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied.
Dates given in letter from employer do not correspond with dates given by
applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
Applicant has failed to supply sufficient evidence of social, economic or familial
ties to country of origin.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.
Applicant has failed to submit birth or marriage certificates as evidence of
relationship to reference.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 10/07/2018 to 16/07/2018
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

35258922

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete.
Applicant has failed to supply evidence of income earned from stated
employment.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie.
Applicant has not submitted previous passport(s)– as per INIS website
applicants must supply “Your current passport and a full copy of any previous
passports”.
No contemporaneous police report reporting loss and/or damage to this
document have been submitted.
Applicant has failed to submit 6 months consecutive bank statements.
Reference in Ireland has failed to submit 6 months consecutive bank statements.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied.
Dates given in letter from employer do not correspond with dates given by
applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
Applicant has failed to supply sufficient evidence of social, economic or familial
ties to country of origin.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.
Applicant has failed to submit birth or marriage certificates as evidence of
relationship to reference.

35260682

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

35262322

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

35295962

Approved

Business

35326962

Approved

Join Parent

35329502

Approved

Join Spouse

35330062

Approved

Join Parent

35334592

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed incomplete - lump sum lodgements
not explained.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- affidavit
not notarised. no return to work date on employment letter.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied - salary.
ielts certificate.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds with course
applied for
SP:- Relevance of English to employment.
WP:- Work permit required.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 10/07/2018 to 16/07/2018
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

35337902

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed incomplete - lump sum lodgements
not explained.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- affidavit
not notarised. no return to work date on employment letter.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied employment. salary.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds with course
applied for.
SP:- Relevance of English to employment.
WP:- Work permit required.

35342582

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed incomplete - lump sum lodgements
not explained.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- affidavit
not notarised. no return to work date on employment letter.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied - bank
account. employment. salary.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
SP:- Relevance of English to employment.
WP:- Work permit required.

35357832

Approved

Study

35362242

Approved

Conference / Event

35363512

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete-Six month
bank statement not submitted from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- College
letter from applicant. Letter of undertaking from applicant. Evidence of property
owned/rented in home country from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

35419852

Approved

Study

35426192

Approved

Join Spouse

35427542

Approved

Join Parent

35435182

Approved

Study (Phd)

35452312

Approved

Conference / Event

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 10/07/2018 to 16/07/2018
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

35456022

Approved

Study

35466852

Approved

Study

35469202

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete.
Applicant's financial sponsor's bank statement has unexplained lump sum
lodgements.
ID:- Documents provided not translated. Applicant's financial sponsor's bank
statement.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie.
Applicant failed to supply letter of application.

35474582

Approved

Study

35502562

Approved

Employment

35537992

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed incomplete - lump sum lodgements
not explained.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- affidavit
not notarised. no return to work date on employment letter.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied employment. salary. bank account. ielts certificate/language skills.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
SP:- Relevance of English to employment.
WP:- Work permit required.

35538602

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed incomplete - lump sum lodgements
not explained.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- affidavit
not notarised. no return to work date on employment letter.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied employment. salary. bank account.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
SP:- Relevance of English to employment.
WP:- Work permit required.

35539222

Approved

Business

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 10/07/2018 to 16/07/2018
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

35539262

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed incomplete - lump sum lodgements
not explained.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- affidavit
not notarised. no return to work date on employment letter.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied employment. salary. bank account.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds with course
applied for.
SP:- Relevance of English to employment.
WP:- Work permit required.

35539912

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- affidavit
not notarised. no return to work date on employment letter.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied employment. bank account.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
SP:- Relevance of English to employment.
WP:- Work permit required.

35540332

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed incomplete - lump sum lodgements
not explained.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- affidavit
not notarised. no return to work date on employment letter.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied - ielts
certificate. employment. bank account.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds with course
applied for.
SP:- Relevance of English to employment.
WP:- Work permit required.

35558602

Approved

Business

35559542

Approved

Business

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 10/07/2018 to 16/07/2018
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

35569462

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incompleteUnexplained lump sum lodgements in bank statements from applicant. Finances
provided from applicant are insufficient for visa purposes.
ID:- Quality of documents-Employment letter from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:-Evidence
of income earned from applicant. Evidence of family ties to home country from
applicant. Letter of undertaking from applicant. Evidence of property
owned/rented in home country from applicant.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied-re dates of
employment.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay.

35574202

Approved

Study

35575222

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed incomplete - lump sum lodgements
not explained.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- affidavit
not notarised. no return to work date on employment letter. eu country of family
member not specified.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied employment. salary. bank account. ielts certificate.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for.
SP:- Relevance of English to employment.
WP:- Work permit required.

35578502

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed incomplete - lump sum lodgements
not explained.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- affidavit
not notarised. no return to work date on employment letter. no copy of ielts
certificate.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied - bank
account. employment. ielts band score.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds with course
applied for.
SP:- Relevance of English to employment.
WP:- Work permit required.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 10/07/2018 to 16/07/2018
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

35578832

Approved

Employment

35584652

Approved

Conference / Event

35587552

Approved

Family Reunification

35602832

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incompleteUnexplained lump sum lodgements in bank statements provided from applicant.
Unexplained lump sum lodgements in bank statements provided from sponsor.
ID:- Quality of documents-Payslips from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:Employment letter from sponsor. Evidence of income earned from sponsor.
Evidence of property owned/rented in home country from applicant. A Family
Registration Certificate has been submitted with your application, however the
Family Registration Certificate is not acceptable for Irish visa purposes.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied-re income
based on documents/information provided.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to sponsor has been shown.

35610862

Approved

Study

35618812

Approved

Study

35655712

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- affidavit
not notarised. no return to work date on employment letter.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied - salary.
bank account. ielts certificate/language skills. employment.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds with course
applied for.
SP:- Relevance of English to employment.
WP:- Work permit required.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 10/07/2018 to 16/07/2018
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

35695402

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incompleteUnexplained lump sum lodgements in bank statements provided from applicant.
Bank statements do not cover six months from applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents-Legal documents from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:Insufficient evidence of business from applicant. Insufficient evidence of income
earned from applicant. Details of self-employment from applicant.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied-re
employment status from applicant. Name of business provided on documents
with application.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

35740472

Refused

ID:- Documents provided not translated
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

35740602

Refused

ID:- As per parent's refusal reasons

35754312

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

35777082

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

35778042

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

35829212

Approved

Diplomat

35904102

Approved

Business

35910592

Approved

Business

35913442

Approved

Business

35960162

Approved

Business

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 10/07/2018 to 16/07/2018
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

35989642

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - from the
applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - from the reference.
ID:- Documents provided not translated - bank statements and payslips from the
applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- no
evidence of property owned/rented in home country from the applicant, no letter
of undertaking from the applicant or from the reference, new employment letter
from the applicant, no college letter from the applicant, no student ID card from
the applicant, copy of reference's passport, no business registration or tax
assessment from the reference, no utility bill from the reference.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied college/employment from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

36122872

Approved

Business

